Abstract. This paper discusses the problem associated with accidents in the aerial line (AL) ultra-high voltage (UHV) due to its big length. In lines with a voltage of 500-1150 kV the overwhelming proportion of trips (98%) is caused by single-phase short circuit (SPSC). A substantial portion (70%) single-phase short circuits is erratic arc accidents which can be successfully eliminated in a high-speed auto-reclosing (HSAR) or single-phase auto-reclosing (SPAR). Success single-phase auto-reclosing (SPAR) at liquidation by single-phase short circuit (SPSC), on the one hand, is determined by the characteristics of the secondary arc current, and on the other hand the effectiveness of ways to reduce secondary arc current and recovery voltage development. The minimum dead time, at a HSAR it is usually taken as 0.5 s., at single-phase autoreclosing (SPAR) it depends on the current value of the arc support is in the range of 0.5-3.0 s. The article shows high efficiency of use single-phase auto reclosing (SPAR) at liquidation SPSC in a single-chain AL voltage of 500 kV, the dependence of the bandwidth of transmission in maintaining the dynamic stability from the length of the pause SPAR.
Introduction
The prevailing type of accidents in the aerial line (AL) of ultrahigh voltage (UHV) are single-phase short circuits (SPSC), the proportion of which exceeds 98% [1] [2] [3] [4] . At the same time, a significant part of the SPSC represents unstable arc faults, which can be successfully eliminated in the cycle of automatic high-speed reclosing (AHSR) or single-phase automatic reclosing (SPAR).
As a design scheme we can use the classic scheme, representing the station, working through the line on the tires of infinite capacity (Fig. 1) .
Fig. 1. The calculation scheme
If the minimum no-current pause at AHSR is usually taken of the order of 0.5 sec, in the case SPAR it depends on the current value of the arc support is in the range of 0.5-3.0 sec.
It is of interest to analyse the nature of dynamic transitions when using AHSR and SPAR of different duration and to assess the level of bandwidth long distance power transmission (LDPT) UHV by the condition of dynamic stability. Features of the dynamic transition at the estimated failure can be traced with the help of angular characteristics of a normal mode, mode, SHSC, AR (AHSR or SPAR) and post-accident [5] .
where 11 Y Q , 12 Y Q -is conjugate values of self and mutual conductances of the circuits for the v -th mode; E Q -electromotive intensity of the station in the v -th mode; U -voltage on the infinite bus.
In the analysis of dynamic stability of SHSC is modeled in the scheme of direct sequence shunt composed of a resistance of zero and negative sequence relative to the injury site, which usually races was a matter of the beginning of the line. It is useful to note that the ratio of the maxima of the angular characteristics in the SHSC in normal mode weakly depend on the circuit parameters, namely the length of the line and the resistance of the starting system (Fig. 2) . Therefore, when lengths of over 200 km can be taken ( ) ( )
where SHSC К -is a coefficient varying within narrow limits, the value of which with reasonable accuracy can adopted 0.64 As in the case of the SHSC, the ratio of the maxima of the angular characteristics in the pause SPAR in the normal regime depends weakly on the parameters of the circuit (Fig. 3) . Fig. 3 . The ratio of the maxima of the angular characteristics in SPAR in the normal mode depending on circuit parameters Therefore, as in the case of the SHSC, it is possible to take ( ) ( )
where SPAR К -is a coefficient varying within a very narrow range, the value of which may be adopted 0.61 SPAR К . Angular characteristics allow it to perform the dynamic nature of the transition, using the method of squares. To determine the angle change of the generators of the power plant in time requires the solution of the equations of motion [6] ( ) ( , )
where j T -a constant of inertia of the station; nc S -is the nominal capacity of the plant; ( ) P t TP -shaft power turbines, which generally varies in the dynamic process of transition, for example, by the discharge pulse of the turbines or the power runs out;
( , )
Compare the efficiency AHSR and SPAR with the elimination of SHSC in single-circuit overhead line 500 kV. Analysis will hold in relation to the scheme in which when transmitting 1000 MW the requirements for static stability (the safety factor is 0.25).
The use of AHSR
As analysis shows, in the case of transfer of such power dynamic stability is violated, i.e. the limiting factor for the capacity of the power transmission (PT) is the dynamics. Thus, by the condition of the dynamics, a reduction in the maximum transmitted power in the normal mode is required, i.e. throughput capacity of the PT, so that when the accident is eliminated, dynamic stability is maintained. The solution of the equation of motion of the generator (4) with the duration of the SHSC 0.1 sec and the 0.5-second AHSR pause showed that the dynamic stability is retained only when power transmission is no more than 420 MW (Fig. 4) . The deviation of the angle to the end of the AHSR pause when the transition to the angular characteristic of the post-emergency mode occurs is 98 AHSR G . Fig. 4 . The angle change in the process of dynamic transition
The condition of preservation of dynamic stability is illustrated using angular characteristics in Fig. 5 , which shows the equality of the sites of acceleration and braking. The conditions of preservation of dynamic stability under various pauses SPAR are illustrated using angular characteristics in Fig. 7 , which shows the equality of the respective sites of acceleration and braking. 
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Using the angular characteristics in Fig. 8 , we find the transmission capacity of the power transmission, in which the duration of the SPAR pause by the condition of the dynamics can be arbitrarily large.
Fig. 8. The definition of transmission capacitance with unlimited pause SPAR
This capacity is found from the condition of equality of the acceleration and deceleration areas in the SPAR mode (the angular characteristic for SHSC differs little from the angular characteristic for the SPAR and therefore they can be assumed to be coincident)
After the transformations, we obtain the following equation for determining the minimum throughput that can be achieved with an unlimited pause of the SPAR The solution of this equation with the received data is given by ET min 675 P MW . Now, the dependence of transmission capacity on the condition of maintaining dynamic stability on the duration of the SPAR pause can be constructed (Fig. 9) .
In Fig. 9 also shows the size of the transmission capacity of the transmission by the condition of the dynamics when using the AHSR with a pause duration of 0.5 sec. In Fig. 11 shows the distribution of RV in pause SPAR for different phases of the resistance of the neutral reactor, and Fig. 12 the dependence of RV at the end of the line from the angular shift δ when SPAR in phases a, b, c in the real transposition. In the case of actual transposition of RV depends on which phase is SPAR. A possible solution to the problem of successful SPAR is to install in series with the shunt reactor (SHR) at the end of the line in the critical phase from the neutral conclusions of the capacitor bank (CB), shunted in normal operation the switch (Fig. 13) . 
Conclusion
The using SPAR compared AHSR allows to increase the throughput of long-range transmission condition of dynamic stability is 1.5 -2.0 times. The greatest effect is the use of SPAR if the pause duration SPAR is in the range 0.5-1.0, which requires limiting the secondary current to arc (30-45) A (peak value). If you pause more (1.5 to 2.0) sec with its duration has no significant effect on the bandwidth condition of the dynamics, and in this case, the pause duration is determined only by the condition of quenching secondary arc current (SAC).
When calculating RV in the end of the line with a short-circuit on phase "a" resonance is not observed, therefore no need to connect the capacitor banks to this phase. When a short-circuit on phases "b" and "c" require the installation of capacitor banks.
